green color. What is your opinion? (NJ)
A—Steiniger at Pine Valley, Farnham at Philadelphia, and others have shown me they get improved results by spraying green dye while the grass still retains a large part of its natural summer-green color. Recently we learned this principle holds in other parts of the country.

Q—We have had our soils tested for years and are pleased with what we have accomplished with the help of recommendations which have accompanied the returns. Tissue testing has been mentioned as another way of helping keep track of what we are doing. How valuable do you think this is? (Ill.)
A—Experiment stations have been making intensive studies on the value of tissue tests and some simple effective methods have been devised. If the test is carefully conducted on a sample properly taken and handled, and if chemicals (reagents) are fresh and viable, the tissue test will yield valuable information. Do not take too seriously the results of the first few or the first dozen tests. Each succeeding test will become more informative because you will begin to correlate results with performance of the grass. We like to think of tissue tests as supporting evidence for soil tests. Consult your experiment station for its version of tissue testing. There are good kits on the market.

Q—Our bermudagrass nursery grew quite tall last fall and now it is a tangled mass of grass. It looks hopeless to try to mow. Someone suggested burning it off but we are afraid that this might ruin it. What would you do? (Md.)
A—We would burn it off. In fact, we have been doing this for years. We checked with Dr. Burton of Tifton and he approves the practice. Be sure you can control the fire. Check with the fire company if you are residential. Be sure there is an ample supply of moisture in the soil to prevent damage to roots and rhizomes. Try to burn into the wind to get more complete burn. Try to get it done before there is much green growth.

Q—We have very heavy play on our course and we do a lot of irrigating. The result is that we get extreme compaction. We all know what this does to the grass and what we ought to do about it. Every time we get the equipment out and start to work the howls of complaints are not pleasant to hear. We are discouraged because we're having increasing difficulty in holding turf under these conditions. Other courses can get the work done. Why can't we? (Calif.)
A—Psychological effect on the golfer when he sees an apparently perfect putting surface interfered with in any way is a dilemma. Where necessary work has been accomplished most successfully and with the least complaints, golfers have been “conditioned” or informed. Major operations must be scheduled at a time when there are no major golfing events. It is most important that the green chmn. and pro be fully advised so they can take the pressure off you. A note in the club publication or a notice on the bulletin board will go a long way in keeping the golfers informed. After all, you are only trying to improve conditions for them and give them the best possible playing conditions. Why not tell them just that?

Q—Last year we got rid of our sand greens and planted U-3 bermudagrass. We had a hot, dry season but watered well. The grass grew better than we expected. As a result we did not keep up with it; in fact we didn't know much about managing a grass green and now we have a lot of tall growth. If we mow it close we'll have a lot of rough stubble. Should we topdress heavily? How much water will it need? (Neb.)
A—We suggest burning off a heavy growth of bermuda. We recommend this in your case. Then, as soon as growth gets under way, fertilize generously — 1-lb. of nitrogen to 1,000 sq. ft. every two weeks. Topdress, yes, but not heavily. Just enough to smooth the surface for good putting and smooth mowing. Start moving at 1/4 inch as soon as there is anything to mow. Mow daily. Use a brush or comb on the mower. Water well (deep soaking) not more than once a week. You might stretch this some. You probably will have to turn to vertical mowing as the turf gets thicker and when a mat begins to develop. This is a natural occurrence with vigorous spreading grasses. U-3 is not one of the best bermudas for putting greens but it is well adapted for you and will be a vast improvement over sand greens.

Trans-Mississippi Tourneys

Trans-Mississippi Seniors Golf Assn. will hold its third annual tournament at the Thunderbird GC, Palm Springs, Calif., Apr. 27. Trans-Mississippi Golf Assn’s annual championship will be played at Oklahoma City G & CC, June 18-24.